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Abstract
A responsive web page plays critical role in the overall success of the online channels. It directly impacts user experience and also influences the search engine rankings. Most of the web systems use personalized web to provide relevant and contextual information to web users. Personalized web provide content, data and functionality based on various personalization parameters such as user interests, user preferences, user profile attributes, location, device and such. Personalized web is a key business enabler to drive the user traffic and keep the web users engaged by providing useful information. One of the main side effects of personalized web is on the performance. Traditional performance optimization techniques cannot be scaled and reused for personalized web due to information variation and security/privacy concerns. In addition to relevant content, web users would also expect good performance in personalization scenarios. Web architecture needs to design for optimal performance in personalization scenarios for long-term success of web systems.

In this paper we have tried to address this crucial issue by discussing various aspects of web optimization.
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1. Introduction
As web is becoming a greater influence on the community, there are various initiatives to enhance the web experience. Web pages are now made highly responsive, interactive and personalized and it is available on all mobile devices.

With increase in complexity, the page is stuffed with heavier images, has multiple scripts and style sheets that impact the page performance. This also has an impact on the mobile version of the pages.

Addressing the performance issues is a complex issue as it involves multiple layers and systems. We need to look at all the components involved in the delivery pipeline of the web page.

1.1. Brief introduction about public web
As the paper majorly discusses the performance improvements for the web, let us look at the prominent features of personalized web. In order to serve the most relevant content and drive enriching and engaging experiences, web systems are designed to “personalize” the web experience. Personalization is an umbrella term that would involves multiple flavors such as location-based personalization, role based personalization, context-based personalization, device-based personalization and such. All personalization techniques use relevant factors (such as location, user role, access device, user transaction history, user navigation history, user content rating and such) to serve the most relevant content in most suitable form for the web user. Here are some of the personalization scenarios in web:

- Users would see different web content based on their user roles or based on their profile attributes
- Content within a page section varies based on explicitly specified user preferences
- Content would be rendered in user’s language
- Product recommendations would vary based on user’s purchase history or user’s ratings
- Page layout would vary based on user’s access device
- Search results are based on user’s location
Though majority of personalization techniques need user login, it is possible to personalize based on other anonymous factors such as demographics, location, access device etc. that do not require user login. Personalization is an inevitable part in modern web systems. Most of modern web architectures adopt personalization to some extent.

In this paper we mainly discuss performance optimization techniques for optimizing content in personalized web scenario. As such other personalization scenarios such as page layout optimization, automatic content localization is not part of this paper.

1.2. Performance Challenges in personalized web

We are exploring personalized web from the performance prism. Traditional caching and content pre-fetching techniques fall short of effectively addressing performance challenges of personalized web. Basic reason for this is due to the fact that web-caching techniques treat all content uniformly and assumes that all users would use it. In personalized web scenario the content would vary based on various criteria. Hence it would not be possible to use the cached content across all user sessions.

Second problem related to performance web is about caching personalized content. It would simply be not possible to cache the content used by all users in cache; this model would quickly become unmanageable due to memory restrictions and cache size limitations. On similar lines, user-based content pre-fetching would not be scalable with increase in users.

In summary the variation in content types (web content, images and other personalized content), variation in user types and potential increase in number of users would pose challenges in adopting pre-fetching and caching techniques used for public scenarios.

In this paper we discuss a novel personalized performance optimization system consisting of various algorithms to address this problem.

1.3. Paper organization

In this paper we discuss related work in section 2. We then look at main performance optimization techniques and best practices for public web scenarios in section 3. Conclusion and results are summarized in section 5. Scope for future work is discussed in section 6.

2. Related Work

WPO concept was pioneered by Steve Souder’s in 2004. There is good literature [5] [6] [10], which describe generic best practices, and rules that need to be followed to speed up the public web pages. There are also online resources [7] [8] [9] which provide thumb rules for optimizing web. The books and the online resources provide rich information about various optimization techniques that can be carried out for page components.

As far pre-fetching techniques is concerned, there are various techniques discussed in the literature. File-based pre-fetching algorithms use references [14], correlation between file accesses for automatic pre-fetching [15]. For pre-fetching in web scenarios, paper [12] discussed predictive pre-fetching for reducing the latency, access history and web log mining is discussed in paper [16] and [18]; paper [19] uses fetch probability using the objects lifetime and popularity. Weighted graph [13] and partial match prediction [20] and semantic techniques [21] are other pre-fetching techniques used.

3. Performance optimization for the web

In this section we briefly discuss the performance optimization techniques for public web scenarios. This lays the groundwork for understanding differences between public web and personalized web. The concepts discussed in this section could also be used for public pages in personalized web systems.

3.1. Brief concepts and impact of WPO

WPO involves best practices and techniques to increase the speed of web pages [1]. In the process we also need to look at other involved components as well.

WPO has impact in following aspects:

- Customer churn: Research indicates that customers would abandon the slower web pages [2]
- User impact: User experience is drastically impacted due to page performance
Site Traffic: Site traffic is impacted if the page takes more than 3 seconds [3] and most users expect the page to load within 2 seconds [3].

Revenue: For e-commerce sites, the shopping and checkout performance is crucial for the conversion

Multi-device optimization: An optimized web page also impacts the performance on various devices

When we analyzed the main factors which added to the bottleneck of the public web performance, we found that the bulk of the page load time was spent in loading the page assets such as graphics, JavaScripts and CSS files. Other research on WPO [5] [6] is also consistent with this observation. So when we adopt an 80-20 rule, the immediate focus should be to optimize these assets

3.2. Common Performance pitfalls for personalized web

In this section let us look at the common anti-patterns that could lead to the performance issues

- Home page, gateway pages and landing pages are made very heavy with lot of images and scripts
- Using uncompressed images and scripts on the pages
- Not doing a performance testing for all real world scenarios.
- Using too many UI components and un-tested 3rd party widgets
- Not doing a mobile testing for all pages
- Not setting up a monitoring framework
- Not following performance design best practices
- Not adopting a sound multi-layer caching strategy

3.3. Page Design Optimization for the personalized web

While designing the pages, we need to prioritize the pages based on their business importance and their criticality to the end user. Normally the home pages and landing pages are important from end user standpoint and shopping/checkout pages are important from business standpoint.

We also should look at the process that is important for business and end user. For instance users needs an optimal user registration process and business needs an optimized shopping experience. The process spans multiple pages and page components.

Once we get the list of all pages and processes we should adopt the following design-time best practices:

- Keep the key pages simple in design. This involves using only necessary UI components.
- Minimize the number of HTTP calls for the page. HTTP calls are required to load the resources and hence reducing the resources would automatically reduce the HTTP requests.
- Explore means to load the page content asynchronously. We can leverage AJAX requests to load the page sections which provide non-blocking page loads
- Ensure that there are no white spaces in the page to reduce the page size
- Avoid using inline images, JavaScripts and style sheets. Externalize all the JS, CSS and images
- Use responsive web design (RWD) technique to cater to multiple devices and form factors. RWD consists of fluid grids, media queries that can auto-adjust based on the target device specifications.
- Ensure the page data is loaded only on demand and in lazy mode. For instance the list data or results data can be shown in paginated view and can be loaded only on user navigation.
- Maintain a performance checklist applicable for the technology platform and use it while developing the page.
- Keep the assets in optimized format. As this topic needs elaboration we have another section dedicated for this.
- Ensure that the page does not has any broken URLs
- Ensure that page request does not redirect which results in additional HTTP request
- Ensure that all duplicate links, scripts, images, content are eliminated on the page. This would reduce unnecessary page requests.
- Perform iterative and phase-wise performance code review and leverage static code analyzers to pro-actively identify any performance issues.
- Test the pages for all loads. We will discuss this in coming sections
• Test the pages for all languages and geographies by simulating the requests. This is elaborated in coming section.
• Test the page for all supported browsers and mobile devices.

3.4. Asset Optimization for the personalized web

As we have seen in previous sections, asset forms the bulk of page load time and page size. Hence let us look at various aspects of optimizing the assets.

Page assets apart from the page HTML include the image graphics, media files (videos, flash), JavaScript files, Stylesheet files (CSS files) and JSON based data.

Let us look at optimizing each of these assets:
• Image optimization: All images should be compressed and stored in optimal format. The most optimal image format is PNG format. So instead of using a very high-resolution image, we can resize the image with minimal size in PNG format. Additionally we can also use adaptive images to cater to multiple devices. Another popular technique is to use CSS sprites to combine multiple images into a single image to reduce the image requests. We can also use image maps for optimizing images.
• Script optimization: All the JavaScripts can be merged and minified. This would not only reduce the HTTP requests but also reduce the impact on overall page size. Also we can place the merged and minified file at the bottom of the page to optimize the perceived page load times
• Stylesheet optimization: We can merge and minify the CSS files and place it at the top of the page.
• Asynchronous loading: Wherever possible, load the assets such as images asynchronously and only on demand. For instance we need not load the image that is outside of the current view until the user does a page scroll.
• Use optimal data container such as JSON instead of using XML. JSON is optimized for web and is the lightweight alternative to XML.

3.5. Content optimization for the personalized web

A web page consists of multiple sections. Let us look at ways to optimize the content.
• While designing the content strategy think of content in chunks instead of a monolithic content. Modular content chunk will make the content reusable and enhance the caching optimization
• Use adaptive technique techniques (such as progressive enhancement/degredation) while creating the content. This will automatically make the content optimal for all devices
• Cache the content at chunk level. Fine tune the caching period based on the content update frequency.

3.6. Content Delivery network (CDN) and web Server Optimization for the personalized web

CDN offers multi-geo nodes, which can optimally serve the page assets. We can use the CDN network to forward cache the images, static pages, videos, JS, CSS, JSON and such binary content. This can be used to achieve optimal performance across various geos.

We also need to adopt a suitable cache invalidation mechanism to ensure that CDN cache is cleared once the asset republished.

At the web server layer, we can configure few parameters to improve the page performance:
• Cache headers can be set for binary/static assets based on update frequency. “Expires” and “Cache-Control” headers can be leveraged for this.
• Cache expiry can set for the static assets based on mime types
• We can configure performance accelerators such as mod_pagespeed for optimal performance

3.7. Caching

Caching is a pre-dominant factor that influences the performance. We need to adopt the caching at all layers: browser cache layer, web server cache layer, application server cache layer, services cache layer and database cache layer. The cache TTL (Time to live) should be configured to ensure the optimal cache freshness. Given below are the caching candidates at various layers:
• Browser layer: We can cache the static assets, scripts, images and JSON data
• CDN Layer: We can cache static assets and static pages
• Web server layer: We can cache the images, content fragments and scripts
• Application server layer: We can create custom caching framework to cache the frequently used look up values, query results, search results, service responses and such
• Services layer: We can cache the results of frequently invoked services
• Database layer: We can cache the results of frequently invoked queries

4. Conclusion
In this research paper, we have identified various performance techniques for page design, asset optimization, content optimization and CDN along with caching. The combination of these techniques would provide an average 30% improvement in the overall page performance.

5. Future scope
Personalized cache could be improved to scale to higher user load and content load with efficient cache invalidation algorithms. Currently with more than 500MB of content id cache, existing cached entries would be replaced based on LRU scheme. High content scenarios would contain large content ids that require more efficient cache management.

Second area of enhancement would be in the client-side caching. The techniques and algorithms discussed in this paper mainly cache on server side. In order to further reduce latency we should forward cache relevant data by leveraging browser cache, proxy cache and CDN networks.
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